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Abstract
Electromigration in interconnects continues to be an important field of study in integrated
circuits as the interconnects are planned to shrink in size at comparable pace as the
semiconductor functional elements. Through shrinking the interconnects approach the regime
where quantum size effects become important. The observation of quantum size and shell effects
is usually restricted either to low-temperatures or vacuum conditions or to chemically inert
materials such as Au. Here, we show that in electromigrated Cu nanocontacts such effects can be
observed at room temperature and room pressure even in the presence of oxidation. Our data
provide evidence that the nanocontacts are nearly spherical objects with a triangular-cylindrical
symmetry of their electronic wave functions with a stronger free-electron-like character
compared to previous results. We do not observe a detrimental effect of oxygen. The presence of
shell effects has implications for the technological use of Cu nanocontacts as interconnects in
integrated circuits and could lead to the use of electronic wave functions of shells in such
interconnects.

Supplementary material for this article is available online
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1. Introduction

In a small spatial area, confined electrons form discrete elec-
tronic states organized in electronic shells. This is well-known
form the periodic table of elements, but also from semi-
conductor quantum dots, ‘artificial atoms’ [1]. For metals, these
effects are more difficult to observe due to the larger electron
density that causes a smaller Fermi-wavelength of comparable
size to an atom. One way to observe these shell effects in metals
is to study the abundance of metallic atomic-size clusters. Their
abundance depends not only on their atomic, but also on their
electronic configuration which is well-known to form shells.

Completed shells cause ‘magic’ numbers of cluster sizes that
are more abundant than clusters with partly filled electronic
cluster shells. Another way to observe them is to use electronic
nanocontacts, as has first been done in the alkali metal Na [2, 3],
where a large number of peaks in conductance histograms has
been studied. The conductance of nanocontacts has been
obtained from free-standing metallic bridges while the electro-
des are pulled apart by bending the device in mechanically
controlled break junctions. The conductance measured during
mechanical deformation has been stored in a histogram to find
out which conductances are more abundant. A simple estimate
allows to link the nanocontact’s cross section A to the measured
conductance G= πA, see [4]. The atomic structure of the metal
allows to add only integer atoms, i.e. a given area to the cross-
section of the nanocontact. Since a closed shell adds to the
radius of the cross-section, structures periodic in the squareroot
of the conductance are expected due to shell filling as has been
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observed for Na, see [3]. Since a given amount of electrons is
added to the nanocontact for each atom added, in the simplest
view this applies to both, atomic and electronic shell effects.

For other materials such as work-hardened Au nanowires
[5] also shell filling effects have been observed. Shell filling
was identified by the position of prominent peaks in a con-
ductance histogram with increasing distance between the
peaks for increasing conductance [3]. Metallic nanocontacts
are often investigated at low temperatures, where defects or
less favorable atomic configurations are frozen in. This leads
to an unspecific background of the conductance and causes
smearing of sharp conductance peaks. In this way the reso-
lution in the data is reduced. Scientific questions such as the
one whether cylindric shells or spherical shells are most
relevant remain difficult to answer. Also oxygen has been
suspected to cause an unspecific background and weaken
conductance peaks in histograms obtained using the break-
junction technique [6].

As a step forward, the conductance of metallic nano-
contacts has been studied during and after electromigration
where the nanocontacts are heated rather than cooled [7, 8]. In
these works, the contacts were thinned in a controlled way
using an electromigration algorithm [9]. Compared to low
temperature studies, a larger number of sharp relevant peaks
were observed in the same conductance interval with only
limited broadening by thermal effects or by the change of the
applied voltage. Different periodicities in the conductance
have been observed and have been assigned to different
crystallographic orientations of the nanocontacts [7, 10]. Both
work-hardening and electromigration lead to enhanced local
heating increasing the probability of the nanocontact to find
structural equilibrium [10]. In this way the structural prop-
erties of the nanocontacts are enhanced compared to methods
based on pulling at low temperature.

Here, we investigate shell effects in electromigrated
naturally oxidized Cu nanocontacts. We show that Joule
heating during a computer-controlled electromigration thin-
ning process enhances shell effects in nanocontacts. We
compare several ways of analyzing the data, and show that
independently of the analysis, shell effects are clearly
observed in the data. In addition, we show that the nearly
spherical shape and triangular-cylindrical electronic structure
of the shells reflects in the data. Also in the presence of
oxygen sharp conductance peaks with a low unspecific
background are observed for electromigrated nanocontacts.
The annealing by heating has a more important sharpening
effect on the conductance peaks compared to possible
smoothing due to oxidation.

2. Experimental methods

To prepare Cu thin film wires we used Si substrates covered by
a 500 to 1000 nm thick thermally oxidized layer for electrical
insulation. Stainless steel masks with slit-shape openings were
then placed in front of the substrate. The length of the slit in the
mask was between 4 and 8mm and its width between 30 and
500 μm. We prepared Cu nanowires by sputtering between 27

and 54 nm of Cu onto the substrate through the mask at a
pressure of the vacuum chamber below 10−3 Pa and a sput-
tering rate of 18 nm min−1. Part of the samples were contacted
using silver paste, others were contacted using Al bond wire.

Controlled electromigration was carried out in air and at
room temperature. The process is designed to limit the
maximally dissipated power in the junction during thinning
while the resistance of the junction changes as a function of
time [9]. Original conductance versus time traces have been
shown in [10]. The electromigration algorithm increases the
resistance in cycles [9]. During an electromigration cycle the
voltage was increased in a stepwise manner until heating was
detected as an absolute increase of the resistance. When a pre-
chosen value of the resistance was reached the cycle was
stopped and the next cycle was started at 60% of the last
voltage in order to allow the contact to cool down. After that
the resistance value for stopping the cycle was increased by a
pre-chosen step [10].

To obtain conductance data during the full electro-
migration thinning process the current and imposed voltage
were measured with a Keithley 2400 sourcemeter in a
computer-controlled process. To obtain the conductance the
current was divided through the voltage and the inverse of the
starting conductance was subtracted from the inverse of the
conductance. For more experimental details, see the supple-
mentary material, section 1 and compare with [10, 11].

3. Results and discussion

We store the conductance values measured from 40 samples
during heating in a histogram as a function of the conductance
quantum G0= 2e2/h (figure 1). During electromigration

Figure 1. Histogram of oxidized electromigrated Cu nanocontacts
obtained from electromigration thinning 40 samples. The six most
prominent peaks have been marked by gray triangles. The magenta
circles show the peaks derived from the magic numbers generally
known in literature for Cu, as listed in column 1 of table 1.
Additional peaks used for counting have been marked by gray open
diamonds. 3d shells for spherical symmetry are marked above the
graph. Starting from d shells, the first half of the shell is marked in
gray, the second half of the shell is marked in blue. S and p shells are
marked in green. The bin size in this plot is 0.066 G0.
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thinning, more stable atomic states lead to longer conductance
plateaus and to stronger peaks in the conductance histogram.
Due to different numbers of electromigration cycles for each
sample, peak heights from different samples may differ. The
histogram reflects the properties of an ensemble of oxidized
Cu nanocontacts, oriented in different crystallographic
directions that have a different atomic periodicity [10]. From
the atomic periodicities it was found that the nanowires have a
significant Cu2O component [10] as was confirmed by cross-
sectional scanning electron microscopy for larger wires [12].
Cu2O is detected because electrons with the Fermi wave-
length of Cu travel through a structure of atomic periodicity
known for Cu2O.

We expect that most of the peaks show atomic periodi-
city rather than shell effects. For small peaks the question
arises whether they are caused by fluctuations or by the
physics of the system. Here, we consider all peaks that can be
distinguished from neighboring peaks and that are observable
even for variable bin size. The effect of variable bin sizes is
shown in the supplementary material, section 2.

First, we take only the six most prominent peaks (gray
triangles in figure 1). We then plot the squareroot of the
conductance as a function of peak number m, figure 2 and we
obtain a nearly straight line. Consecutive shells fill according
to N2, where N is the number of atoms. We conclude that the
squareroot of the conductance of these peaks increases in
regular steps, pointing to shell effects. Also for the data from
[5], where Au was investigated, and for the magic numbers
known from Cu clusters, nearly straight parallel lines are
obtained. The origin of the peak number m obtained for Cu
from our experimental data is shifted to the left by about 0.56
peak numbers. This suggests that another peak could be
present at lower conductance values, see supplementary
material, section 3. To evaluate peaks below 1 G0 in more

detail we have additionally calculated the conductance dif-
ference of consecutive conductance measurements, see sup-
plementary material, section 4. Indeed, additional peaks are
observed below 1 G0. In summary, based on this first
approach we conclude that the six most prominent peaks
result from shell effects.

More precisely, we calculate the radius times the Fermi
wavevector of the nanowire by using the semiclassical
approximation from the conductance [2]
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where kF is the Fermi wavevector of the material and R is the
radius of the cluster. The shape of the nanowire could depend
on its formation process. In the past, the conductance of
nanowires has mainly been investigated by mechanically
controlled break junctions. In spite of the impact of different
possible shapes of the nanowire, the number of atoms in a
nanowire has been described suitable by formulae intended
for clusters [13]. Here, we create nanowires by heating where
often spherical objects are observed after the wire has been
interrupted [14, 15]. For clusters of spherical symmetry

k R N1.92 , 2F
1 3=· · ( )( )

see [2, 16, 17], where N is the number of atoms in the cluster.
In table 1 we compare the magic numbers expected for

Cu clusters with the values we observe experimentally: 3d Cu
magic clusters were found for N= 2, 8, 18, 20, 34 and 40, see
[18–20]. The peaks at 18 and 34 atomic numbers are specific
for Cu, while additional peaks at 58 and 92are known for
alkali metals [2]. Oxidized Cu clusters have been considered
in calculations, but the cluster sizes were limited [21].

The conductance values resulting from the magic num-
bers have been calculated (magenta spheres in figure 1 and
column 3 in table 1). Indeed, we observe peaks near most of
the magic number positions. The peak missing at 0.25G0

might be identified with one of the peaks observed below 1
G0 and is discussed in more detail in the supplementary
material, section 3. At 3.81 G0 and at 14.5 G0 small structures
are observed. However, for most of the positions listed, the
peaks are less prominent and only in one case, for 4.18 G0,
the peak matches the most prominent peaks shown as gray
triangles in figure 1. Since values from electromigrated Cu or
temper hard Cu are not available, and most magic numbers
are equal for Au and Cu, we compare to room temperature
results using temper hard Au (column 4 in table 1) taken from
[5]. For Au, peaks have been observed near 1.8, 4.3, 6.8, and
9.7 G0 near the expected positions for 3d clusters.

While this explains the Au peaks well, it does not explain
the experimentally observed conductance values of the most
prominent peaks for Cu (gray triangles in figure 1, bold values
in column 5 in table 1). We calculate the expected magic
numbers (column 7 in table 1) from the experimentally
observed peak positions (column 5). The experimentally
observed most prominent peaks in Cu match better to peaks
resulting from a cylindrical symmetry with triangular basis
[22, 23] while the Au ones match the 3d spherical ones. For
triangular disks [22, 23] the magic numbers 2, 6, 12, 20, 30

Figure 2. Gray triangles: squareroot of the conductance obtained
from the six most prominent peaks taken from figure 1. Blue
spheres: peaks expected for the magic numbers generally known for
Cu clusters from literature as listed in column 1 of table 1. The
squareroot of the conductance has been calculated as discussed in the
main text and as listed in the fifth column of table 1. Green squares:
peaks expected for the values known for Au work hardened
nanocontacts from [5].
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and 42are known and 46 is known for a cylindrical shape.
These often match or nearly match the average value of two
expected magic numbers, i.e. 6≈ 5= 1/2(2+ 8), 13= 1/2
(8+ 18), 31≈ 30= 1/2(20+ 40), 46≈ 49= 1/2(40+ 58)
and 75= 1/2(58+ 92). For larger clusters, deviations occur
as the next magic numbers are 56 (triangle) and 68 (cylinder).
Considerations concerning the experimental precision of the
peaks listed in table 1) are given in the supplementary mat-
erial, section 5.

A simple shift in kFR, as might be the result of a reduced
number of electrons due to the CuO surrounding the nano-
contacts, cannot explain the difference between expected
magic numbers and observed most prominent peaks. Such a
shift would affect all of the values, but here, the calculated
peaks observed for 20-atom and possibly the 40-atom cluster
match the experimental observation. However, a registry
between the expected magic numbers and the observed ones
is observed, as expected for the relation between 2d-triangular
symmetry and 3d symmetry.

We have indicated in figure 1 the shells for 3d spherical
symmetry taken from [24, 25]. The most prominent peaks
marked in gray triangles are mostly located at filled half-shells
only one is located at a half-filled half-shell. Apart from the
most prominent peaks also the conductance regions that form
a particular shell show a structure: for the 1d and 1g shell, the

less than half-filled shell shows additional weight accom-
panied by additional fluctuations compared to the more than
half-filled 1d and 1g shell, and for the 1f shell and the 1h
shell, the more than half-filled shell shows an enhanced
weight in the histogram. This structure is accompanied with
more fluctuations for the 1f shell, but rather with less fluc-
tuations for the 1h shell. No matter how the structure is
described in detail, we conclude that shell effects do influence
the histogram and that less than half-filled shells show a
difference to more than half-filled shells in particular for the
magnetic shells, i.e. d shells and higher.

Although we combine a three-dimensional view of the
spherical shape of the nanowires with a two-dimensional view
of electronic conduction through a nanowire (i.e. the nano-
wire cross-section is two-dimensional), the shell structure
obtained describes the data correctly with the exception of the
most prominent peaks that do not appear at the expected
positions. For nanowires with a random range of prolonged or
flattened shapes, we would expect a broadening of the shell
structure. Here, in contrast we can clearly relate the shells to
the experimental data. To test how precisely a peak can be
assigned to a number of atoms, we use the width of the peak
observed at G= 4.2G0 to investigate the uncertainty in N that
is caused by the width of the peak. The result is ΔN= 1.1, a
small number compared to most magic numbers. We

Table 1. Comparison of expected electronic shell effect peak positions with experimentally found ones. The two arrows start at the input
values for calculations and end at the output values. Column 1–4 shows the expectations: the first column shows the expected magic numbers
for free three-dimensional Cu clusters taken from [18]. The second column calculates the expected kF · R values from column 1 and the third
column calculates G/G0 from column 2. Column 4 compares these expectations with the results for work hardened Au ([5]). Columns 5–7
show the experimental results of this work: column 5 shows the peaks observed here with the six most prominent peaks marked in bold, small
peaks in regular characters and extremely small peaks in brackets. In column 6 we calculate kF · R for the six most prominent peaks. Column
7 gives the magic numbers calculated from column 6. These magic numbers are often located between two magic numbers of column 1.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
→ →

N kF · R G/G0 G/G0 G/G0 kF · R N
Magic Equation (2) Equation (1) Au Figure 1 Equation (1) Magic
Reference [18] [5] Equation (2)

2 2.42 0.25 —

1.25 3.4 6
8 3.84 1.77 1.8 1.5

2.7 2.8 4.5 13
18 5.03 3.81 (3.75)

20 5.21 4.18 4.3 4.2 5.2 20

6.1 6.0 31
34 6.22 6.56 6.8 6.6

40 6.57 7.50 7.6 6.6 41

8.4 6.9 46
58 7.43 10.09 ∼9.7 10.5

12.4 8.1 75
92 8.67 14.45 (14.5)
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conclude that the shape of the nanowires must be typically the
same for all conductance values, pointing to a neither pro-
longed nor flattened but rather compact, nearly spherical
shape.

Figure 3 shows the Fourier transform of the histogram
taken as a function of kFR. Different frequencies have first
been predicted for different symmetry of the orbitals [26] and
some of these frequencies have been observed experimentally
in Cu nanocontacts pulled apart by the mechanically con-
trolled break junction technique [13]. For the diametral and
triangular orbits, frequencies of 0.68/kFR and 0.83/kFR are
expected respectively. Here, we observe a peak near the
expected position of the diametral orbit. At the expected
position of the triangular orbit we observe a shoulder. In
previous results, only the diametral orbit has been observed as
a small peak, the triangular one was absent [13].

An additional peak is observed near 1.1/kFR. A related
peak has been observed before in [13] at 0.99/kFR. From
theory a small peak is expected at 0.90/kFR for the square
orbit [26]. In the past, the peak at 0.99/kFR has been attrib-
uted to electrons that are better described as free electrons
compared to the treatment in [26]. A shift has been predicted
for more free-like electrons, and especially for a softer
potential rise at the surface of the nanowire [23]. A value up
to 1.2/kFR is expected [23], while the diametral and triangular
peaks remain unchanged. The value of 1.1/kFR we observe
here fits well into this picture. Additional peaks from higher
order orbits (square, hexagonal,K) are expected at higher
1/kFR values. The main difference to previous results is that
the weight of the free electron-like peak was larger in pre-
vious results than the weight of the diametral peak, in contrast
to predictions. Here, the diametral peak is more important
than the peak assigned to free electrons and the shift towards
more free electron-like behavior is larger.

The weight of the frequencies gives us information about
the symmetry of the electronic wave functions. We conclude
that the wave functions are rather free-electron like and have a
clearly cylindrical symmetry with possible triangular influ-
ences and that the shape deduced from the atomic number of
the nanowire is compact, possibly spherical. Due to shell
filling rules, we expect that half-filled shells and half-filled
half-shells are points of maximal magnetic moments [27].
These are the energetically most favourable points in our
oxydized Cu nanocontacts in contrast to Au nanocontacts and
could indicate an enhancement of magnetically influenced
electronic states. This should be investigated further by stu-
dies including a magnetic field.

4. Conclusion

In summary, electronic shell effects are observed in electro-
migrated Cu nanocontacts even at room temperature and in
the presence of oxydation. Several possibilities for the
assignment of shells are discussed. These reflect the cylind-
rical symmetry of the electronic wave functions while at the
same time we show evidence for a nearly spherical shape of
the nanocontacts. The nanocontacts show clear evidence for
nearly free electrons that make them attractive as contact
material for small transistor-like objects such as molecules.
We do not observe evidence for the introduction of random
structural defects due to oxydation.
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